Proof of Proposition 1
Loss distribution under diversity second order stochastically dominates homogeneity if the cumulative area under its cumulative distribution function (CDF) is lower than under homogeneity (see Figure A1) , that is, , and Which implies that
This takes into account both the software homogeneity scenarios (i.e., all nodes have software configuration 1 or all nodes have software configuration 2). ρ, as before, is the failure correlation for software (configuration) 1 and software (configuration) 2. The aforementioned condition states that when the two software (configurations) have comparable attack rates, software diversity second order stochastically dominates software homogeneity. QED.
Proof of Proposition 2
We can get the results by differentiating the lower bound and upper bound of Proposition 1 to c, π, and ρ.
Derivation of E[Y] and E[Y

] E[Y ] = E attack E[Y/attack]
An attack can be one of three types:
1. Specific to vulnerability in software 1. 2.
Specific to vulnerability in software 2. 3.
Exploiting a vulnerability common to both software 1 and 2.
Therefore, the expected number of failures under diverse deployment is given by
Now, a is the rate of attacks on software 1, and m @ a is the rate of attacks on software 2, where m is related to relative market shares. c @ a is the rate of attacks which are common to both software configurations. Then, 
